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An Average Running Time Analysis of a Backtracking Algorithm to
Calculate the Measure of the Union of Hyperrectangles in
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ProblemMEASURE is the problem to calculatethe mea-
sureof theunionof � hyperrectangles ������� �	������������ "!�#"#$#�!
� �	�&%'�����(%$ )�+*,�.-'�$/"/$/0�+�1� in 2�354 dimensions, 687:9�&;<� �=��6 ,
where �0�?> and ���@> are numbers such that �A�?>CBD���?> [3].
An EGFH� %"IJ�LK&M ��N worst-casetime algorithm to solve MEA-
SUREfor 2O3P4 [1] andan EGFH� %"IJ� N worst-casetime algo-
rithm for 2Q3�R [2] areknown. In this paper, we proposea
backtrackingalgorithm to solve MEASURE,analyzeits av-
eragerunning time ((4) to (7) in Section5), andshow that
thebacktracking algorithmis moreefficient thantheformer
algorithms[1, 2] when 2S3TR andtherearemany large hy-
perrectangles� � ((8) and(9) in Section6).
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TheproblemMEASUREis definedasfollows[1, 2, 3]:

Definition � hyperrectangles �_�`� � �	���A�+�A���a b!c#$#"#<!
� �	�&%'�����(%$ )�+*d�e-'�$/"/$/0�+�1� in 2f3g4 dimensions are given,
where �$�?> and ���@>h�+*=�i-'�$/"/$/0�+�1�)jQ�k-h�"/$/$/$�+2l� arenumbers
suchthat �$�?>mBn�A�?> . Calculatethe measure of the unionof
thosehyperrectangles, 6	7o9�&;<� �=��6'�p6?q�Fsr[�A�"/$/"/$�tr[%ANu6�v8*	F�-wB*xBS��N	��FHr � �$/"/$/"�tr % Noyz� �Y{ 6 . |
Example When2-dimensionalhyperrectangles (i.e., rect-
angles)�}�,�5� ~��+R� �!�� ~]�+�� , �=����� ~����A 8!���-h�+�� and ���O�
� ���+�� �!}� ~]���� aregiven, 6 �_�:7��=�x7,�=�'6h���hR (Figure1). |

For MEASURE, Bentley[1] gave an algorithm that can
solve the problem for 2�3 4 in the worst-casetime
EGFH� %"I�� K&M ��N , andLeeuwenandWood[2] did an algorithm
for 2�3�R in theworst-casetime EGFs� %"IJ� N . In thepaper, K&M
and K�� denoteK&�h��� and K&�h� � , respectively.

By the way, MEASURE can be considered a general-
ization of the problem to count the number of unsatisfy-
ing assignments of the satisfiability problem SAT, which
is denoted by COUNT-SAT in this paper. For example,
the COUNT-SAT problem to count the number (denoted
by �m� ) of unsatisfyingassignments for the DNF equation
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